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Phone: 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

If you are interested in adopting or fostering this dog. 

Please visit our website - 

 

www.cockeradoptions.org

&nbsp; There, you will find the current status of the dog, 

the links to our adoption and foster applications, and 

detailed information about our adopting and fostering 

procedures.

&nbsp;

 ADOPTED! ADOPTED! ADOPTED! ADOPTED! ADOPTED! 

ADOPTED! ADOPTED!     ALL OF MY PICTURES ARE 

AVAILABLE BELOW!        05/17/2021 - UPDATE -     A whole 

new life! I am finally free from being a breeder dog at a 

puppy mill and am looking for a family who will help me 

learn what life is like in a real home. I am experiencing 

everything for the first time, but I am learning quickly and 

warming up to all the new people and new experiences. I 

just got neutered and am waiting to get groomed. I am a 

little guy who needs people with small dog experience that 

will help me learn my house skills and understand that I 

am scared and need lots of love, reassurance, and treats! 

If you have small dog experience and can help be my 

retirement plan, please apply to be my new family.     MY 

ORIGINAL INTAKE INFORMATION:   Hi Everyone! My name is 

Jasper, and  I just arrived at the CSAC from the kind people 

at Spanky's Project. I was rescued from a puppy mill. 

Although I am a poodle and not a cocker, CSAC wanted to 

find me a great new home. I am shy because I have not 

been around a lot of people or lived in a home as a pet. My 

perfect home will be one with dog experience that can 

help with my training and acclimating to the outside world. 

Right now, I am in the caring hands of one of the great 

Vets that work with the CSAC. They are checking me out 

and making sure I am healthy. Hopefully, I will find my new 

family that will help me to understand that I am a 

cherished family pet, not just an animal to be used to 

make money.      For more information about this dog, 

email our Adoption Coordinator.        Our adoption process 

starts with an application. If you are interested in adopting 

this pup, please click the Adopt menu at the top of the 

screen, read about our process, and click the application 

link.    The medical and custodial care of the many Cockers 

in our care is tremendous. More and more dogs are 

abandoned with urgent and serious medical issues. We are 

committed to providing the best possible care for these 

forgotten friends. Unfortunately, the mounting high costs 

are beginning to limit the number of dogs we are able to 

take into our program. Even if you cannot adopt or foster 

one of our current adoptable dogs, please consider making 

a donation. The Cocker Spaniel Adoption Center is a 501(c)

(3) non-profit charitable organization, and your donations 

are entirely tax deductible. Click the Donate menu at the 

top of the screen.      For more information, visit 

www.cockeradoptions.org.   
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